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Negative reflection of elastic 
guided waves in chaotic and 
random scattering media
Benoît Gérardin, Jérôme Laurent, François Legrand, Claire prada & Alexandre Aubry  
The propagation of waves in complex media can be harnessed either by taming the incident wave-field 
impinging on the medium or by forcing waves along desired paths through its careful design. These 
two alternative strategies have given rise to fascinating concepts such as time reversal or negative 
refraction. Here, we show how these two processes are intimately linked through the negative 
reflection phenomenon. A negative reflecting mirror converts a wave of positive phase velocity into its 
negative counterpart and vice versa. In this article, we experimentally demonstrate this phenomenon 
with elastic waves in a 2D billiard and in a disordered plate by means of laser interferometry. Despite the 
complexity of such configurations, the negatively reflected wave field focuses back towards the initial 
source location, thereby mimicking a phase conjugation operation while being a fully passive process. 
The super-focusing capability of negative reflection is also highlighted in a monochromatic regime. 
The negative reflection phenomenon is not restricted to guided elastic waves since it can occur in zero-
gap systems such as photonic crystals, chiral metamaterials or graphene. Negative reflection can thus 
become a tool of choice for the control of waves in all fields of wave physics.
Controlling the propagation of acoustic or electromagnetic waves, is of fundamental interest for many appli-
cations ranging from imaging the living and detecting hazardous components, to information processing and 
structural health monitoring. In the past decades, there has been many proposals in this regards, which can be 
separated within two approaches. On the one hand, the wave fields can be tamed in order to take advantage of 
the complexity of propagation media, for instance, to focus waves or image various objects. This is realized in the 
temporal domain using time reversal (TR) mirrors1–3 or in the spatial domain using phase conjugation (PC)4–6 
and wave-front shaping techniques7 developed in optics. On the other hand, one can force waves along desired 
paths through a careful design of man-made materials. This can be achieved using metamaterials, an arrangement 
of tailored sub-wavelength building blocks from which the material gains its unusual properties8–10. The advent 
of such structures has given rise to fascinating concepts such as negative refraction11–13, transformation optics14,15 
or metasurfaces16. Although the concepts of TR and negative refraction have been developed in an independent 
fashion, they are intimately linked processes17,18.
Here, we want to push forward this analogy by investigating the negative reflection (NR) phenomenon. A NR 
mirror is an interface at which light or sound is retro-reflected. There is a strong similarity with a PC mirror. In a 
PC experiment, if the incident wave is divergent, the PC wave is converging [Fig. 1(a)]. It follows the same path as 
the incident wave but in an opposite way, thus back-focusing exactly on the source location. Let us now consider 
a NR mirror and an incident forward wave with a Poynting vector, Pi, and a wave vector, ki, pointing in the same 
direction (i.e. with a positive phase velocity, vφ > 0) [see Fig. 1(b,c)]. The NR mirror gives rise to a reflected back-
ward wave (vφ < 0), i.e. with a Poynting vector, Pr, and a wave vector, kr, of opposite direction [see Fig. 1(b,c)]. By 
virtue of the Snell-Descartes law, the incident and reflected wave vectors are strictly identical (kr = ki) but their 
Poynting vectors shall be in opposite directions (Pr = −Pi) [Fig. 1(b)]. Negative reflection is a perfectly reciprocal 
phenomenon: A backward incident wave with anti-parallel ki and Pi will be negatively reflected into a forward 
mode with parallel kr and Pr.
If the incident wave is divergent, the NR wave back-converges towards the initial source position. We 
thus recover a similar effect as in PC, although the reflected wave vectors in each case are in opposite direc-
tions [Fig. 1(a,c)]. The PC concept and its temporal equivalent, TR, have shown to be particularly powerful in 
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reverberating or through inhomogeneous media1,19,20. If the phase accumulated by the waves following each 
scattering path is reversed, the PC waves re-accumulate the same phase during their trip back due to spatial 
reciprocity. They finally sum up coherently at the initial source location. This has led to spectacular focusing 
experiments in acoustics and optics7. Any scattering or reverberating medium can become a lens if the incident 
wave is properly designed by a PC process. In this paper, we show how NR can provide similar focusing abilities 
in complex environments.
NR may occur in a medium that can simultaneously support forward and backward waves. Such a coexistence 
is possible in, at least, two types of physical systems. The first situation corresponds to elastic guided waves prop-
agating, for instance, in isotropic21–24 or anisotropic25 plates, pipes22, rods26, strips27, bi-layer structures28, or even 
in the Earth’s crust29. Such systems can actually support an ensemble of modes, the so-called Lamb waves, which 
exhibit complex dispersion properties30. In particular, some of these Lamb waves display a zero-group velocity 
(ZGV) point which results from the interference between forward and backward modes21–25,31. The second sit-
uation corresponds to zero-gap systems, which actually support two bands that cross symmetrically, without 
forming a band gap. One of the most notable zero-gap material is graphene32, or its photonic/phononic crys-
tal analogues33. Others are quarter wave stack photonic crystals34, chiral metamaterials35,36 or transmission-line 
devices37. NR is therefore a very general phenomenon and this work can be, in principle, transposed to all the 
aforementioned systems. In this article, we have chosen to consider the NR of elastic waves in plates because they 
provide an excellent platform to investigate negative refraction38–40 and reflection41–43. Indeed, laser interferom-
etry allows to probe the wave-field over the whole plate surface with an excellent spatial, temporal and spectral 
resolution. The NR phenomenon and its analogy with PC will be investigated in two complex geometries: a cha-
otic billiard and a disordered plate. Whereas the reflection of waves at the boundaries of a cavity or by a random 
distribution of scatterers usually induces a fully random speckle wave field, NR will be shown to give rise to a 
purely deterministic wave field: the PC replica of the incident wave. At last, we will discuss about the manifesta-
tion of NR in the monochromatic regime. In particular, we will describe how it can lead to the super-focusing of 
elastic waves in a cavity or to wave trapping in a scattering medium.
Results
Forward and backward Lamb modes. Whereas an infinite medium supports two longitudinal and trans-
verse modes traveling at unique velocities, plates support two infinite sets of Lamb wave modes. Lamb waves are 
elastic waves whose particle motion lies in the sagittal plane that contains the direction of wave propagation and 
the plate normal. The deformation induced by these modes can be either symmetric (referred to as Si) or anti-
symmetric (referred to as Ai) with respect to the median plane. All symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb modes 
(except the zero-order S0, A0, and first-order A1 modes) can exhibit a ZGV point31. For the sake of simplicity, but 
without loss of generality, we will specifically focus on the first symmetric modes.
In this article, we study the propagation of elastic waves across a Duralumin plate (aluminium alloy) of density 
d = 2790 kg/m3, longitudinal wave velocity cL = 6400 m.s−1, and transverse wave velocity cT = 3120 m.s−1. The 
dispersion curves of Lamb modes in this material are displayed in Fig. 2(c). The symmetric zero-order mode 
S0 is the extensional mode of the plate. It exhibits free propagation to zero frequency, whereas the higher order 
modes admit a cut-off frequency. The dispersion branch S1 displays several crucial features. As illustrated by 
Fig. 2(c), its repulsion with the S2-mode gives rise to a ZGV point (fZGV, kZGV)44,45. In the case of Duralumin, 
fZGV × 2h = 2.86 MHz.mm and kZGV × 2h/(2π) = 0.26, with 2h the plate thickness. From the ZGV resonance 
Figure 1. Analogy between phase conjugation and negative reflection. (a) A PC mirror has the property to 
reverse both the propagation direction and the phase of an incident wave field. (b) A wave packet exhibiting 
a positive/negative phase velocity, vφ, is associated with parallel/antiparallel wave and Poynting vectors, 
respectively. (c) A NR mirror converts an incident wave of phase velocity vφ into a wave of opposite phase 
velocity −vφ.
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frequency fZGV to the cut-off frequency, there is a coexistence between a backward mode, referred to as S2b in the 
literature, and the forward mode S122.
In general, at a plate edge, a single Lamb mode is reflected into a large number of modes that can be either 
propagative, inhomogeneous or evanescent. The key phenomenon occurring with the S1 Lamb mode in the vicin-
ity of the ZGV point is that it is mainly reflected into the S2b mode. An analytical study of this phenomenon43 has 
shown that the reflection coefficient of the S1 mode into the S2b mode is close to −1, while the conversion into 
the other modes can be neglected. Furthermore, this peculiar property holds over a large angular spectrum close 
to the ZGV-point. This phenomenon arises from the equality of S1 and S2b wave numbers at the ZGV-point. This 
implies that these two modes are associated with similar stress-displacement fields and only differ by their oppo-
site Poynting vectors. As a consequence, the stress-free boundary condition at the edge of the plate can be satisfied 
with a simple combination of S1 and S2b modes stress field, leading to a reflection coefficient ρ = −1. As a result, 
a free edge acts as a nearly perfect NR mirror for the S1 and S2b modes43. In this paper, we will now show how this 
peculiar property holds in much more complex geometries and how negative reflection can be taken advantage of 
to harness waves in chaotic or scattering media.
Negative reflection in chaotic cavity. This striking effect is first investigated in an elastic chaotic billiard 
[see Fig. 2(a)]: a truncated circular plate of diameter 80 mm and thickness 2h = 1.5 mm. The ZGV-point occurs at 
fZGV = 1.91 MHz and kZGV = 1.06 mm−1. The ultrasound source consists in a 7 mm-diameter piezoelectric trans-
ducer placed on top of the plate. The transducer’s width is larger than the ZGV wavelength (λZGV ~ 6 mm) so 
that a dominant excitation of the S2b-mode is provided. The out-of-plane component of the induced wave-field 
is recorded in the time domain over 1 ms by means of laser interferometry (see Methods). A discrete Fourier 
transform of the recorded signals is first performed over the temporal domain. The S2b and S1 contributions 
are then separated with low and high pass spatial filters, respectively, with a cut-off at kZGV (see Supplementary 
Information S1). Figure 3(a) shows the incident S2b wave field in the vicinity of the ZGV frequency (f = 1.91 MHz). 
Not surprisingly, it displays divergent cylindrical wave fronts centered around the transducer location. Figure 3(b) 
and (c) show the reflected S1 wave field at f = 1.92 MHz and f = 1.91 MHz, respectively. The first frequency is well 
above the ZGV-point displayed in Fig. 2(c). There is a clear mismatch between the S1 and S2b wave numbers: 
k1 = 1.26 mm−1 and k2b = 0.86 mm−1, respectively (see Supplementary Information S1). As dictated by Snell’s law, 
the reflection angle is, in this case, not opposite to the incident angle [Fig. 3(e)]. This explains the random fea-
ture displayed by the reflected wave field in Fig. 3(b), which is characteristic of a chaotic cavity. In the vicinity 
of the ZGV frequency (f = 1.91 MHz), the wave numbers of S1 and S2b almost coincide: k1 = 1.145 mm−1 and 
k2b = 0.975 mm−1 (see Supplementary Information S1). As a consequence, NR gives rise to a cylindrical wave 
front that converges back towards the initial source location [Fig. 3(c,f)], thus mimicking a PC experiment. 
Note that the NR wave field [Fig. 3(e)] is out-of-phase compared to the incident wave front [Fig. 3(a)], thereby 
confirming the theoretical prediction of a reflection coefficient, ρ = −1, between the S1 and S2b modes at the 
ZGV-point43. As for a TR experiment in a cavity, the size of the focal spot originating from the NR process is lim-
ited to a half-wavelength20. This can be interpreted in terms of the diffraction limit and the loss of the evanescent 
components46–48.
The dynamics of the NR process is revealed by performing a discrete Fourier transform of the recorded signals 
over apodized time windows. The corresponding wave-fields are displayed in Fig. 4. The top and bottom panels 
show the temporal evolution of the S2b and S1 modes, respectively, at the central frequency f = 1.91 MHz. In the 
time window[0–25] μs (short time), the S2b-mode is largely predominant confirming its selective excitation by the 
transducer. The incident wave front then propagates across the cavity and finally vanishes when it reaches the cav-
ity boundary. The residual S2b random wave field observed at long times of flight ([200–400] μs) can be explained 
by the spurious reflections undergone by the NR wave field when it converges back to the transducer. Figure 4(b) 
displays the time evolution of the S1-mode. As soon as the incident S2b-mode reaches the cavity boundary, it is 
converted into the NR S1-mode. As in a PC or TR experiment, the NR wave field focuses back on the source 
location. A nice focus is obtained for instance over the time range [0–200] μs. Beyond that time, we observe a 
Figure 2. Experimental configuration. (a) Lamb modes are generated in a Duralumin plate of thickness 
2h = 1.5 mm by a 7 mm-diameter transducer. The Duralumin plate is here a 80 mm-diameter truncated chaotic 
billiard. (b) Lamb modes are excited in a disordered Duralumin plate of thickness 2h = 2 mm by a piezoelectric 
strip. In each case (a,b) the normal component of the plate vibration is measured with an interferometric optical 
probe, mounted on a 2D translation stage. (c) Dispersion curves of the first propagating symmetrical Lamb 
modes in a Duralumin plate computed from the Rayleigh-Lamb equation30.
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progressive degradation of the focal spot. Longer NR paths are actually more sensitive on the slight mismatch 
between the wave numbers k1 and k2b in the vicinity of the ZGV-point (see Supplementary Information S1). 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the remarkable properties of the NR phenomenon in a complex medium. Whatever 
the chaotic feature of the environment, the incident wave field is re-created, but traveling backward, retracing its 
passage through the medium and focusing back to the source location. However, unlike TR or PC, a NR mirror 
is fully passive. No energy is injected into the system through a TR mirror or a nonlinear wave mixing process.
Negative reflection by a random disordered slab. Following the demonstration of the NR phenom-
enon in a cavity, we now address the more challenging case of a scattering layer made of randomly distributed 
holes. Such finite-size scatterers actually correspond to the small-scale limit of a curved plate edge. As NR occurs 
up to large angles of incidence43, holes drilled in a plate constitute good candidates for finite-size NR mirrors.
The experiment is depicted in Fig. 2(b). The system under study is a plate of thickness 2 h ~ 2 mm for which 
the ZGV-point occurs at fZGV = 1.41 MHz and kZGV = 0.89 mm−1. Disorder is introduced by drilling circular holes 
with diameters ranging from 4 to 12.5 mm over a thickness of 20 mm from one of the free edge of the plate. The 
Figure 3. Negative reflection in the truncated billiard. (a) Incident wave field associated with the excited 
S2b-mode at frequency f = 1.91 MHz. (b,c) Reflected wave field associated with the S1-mode at frequency 
f = 1.92 MHz and f = 1.91 MHz, respectively. (d,e,f) Ray path trajectories involved in (a,b,c), respectively.
Figure 4. Time evolution of the negative reflection process taking place in the truncated billiard. The S2b and S1 
wave fields are displayed in panels (a and b), respectively, over the indicated time windows. Note the different 
color scales in (a and b).
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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holes diameters are comparable with the wavelength λZGV ~ 8 mm. The ultrasound source is a piezoelectric strip 
of 25 mm-length, 5 mm-width and 1 mm-thickness glued on top of the plate [Fig. 2(b)]. This strip is located at 
40 mm from the free edge and tilted 25° with respect to it. The source width (~λZGV/2) allows to excite both the S1 
and S2b Lamb modes in the vicinity of the ZGV-point. The out-of-plane component of the local vibration of the 
plate is measured in the time domain during 1 ms over an area of dimensions 60 × 120 mm2 (see Methods). In 
order to isolate the incident and reflected wave fronts in the vicinity of the ZGV-point, a discrete Fourier trans-
form of the recorded signals is performed over distinct time windows. Figure 5(a,b) show the incident wave front 
at frequency f = 1.42 MHz (f ≠ fZGV), in the time windows [0–50] μs and [25–125] μs, respectively. Figure 5(d,e) 
displays the same wave-front but at frequency 1.41 MHz (f ≃ fZGV), for the time windows [0–200] μs and [100–
300] μs, respectively. The temporal windows considered at these two frequencies are different because the group 
velocity of Lamb modes strongly varies in the vicinity of the ZGV point. In both cases, the incident wave front is 
a wave packet of well-resolved momentum impinging the diffusive layer with an angle of incidence equal to 25° 
[Fig. 5(g)]. This wave packet is then scattered by the holes [Fig. 5(c,f)]. Figure 5(c) shows the reflected wave field 
in the time window [100–200] μs and at frequency f = 1.42 MHz, that is well above the ZGV-point displayed in 
Fig. 2(c). The wave number mismatch between the S1 and S2b modes results in a randomization of the reflected 
wave vector induced by the disordered layer [Fig. 5(h)] and a speckle-like feature of the reflected wave field in 
Fig. 5(c). On the contrary, in the vicinity of the ZGV frequency (f = 1.41 MHz), the incident and reflected wave 
vectors point exactly in opposite directions [Fig. 5(i)]. Figure 5(f) shows the corresponding NR wave field in the 
time window [250–450] μs and at frequency f = 1.41 MHz. Despite disorder, NR gives rise to a well resolved wave 
packet with a momentum opposed to the incident one. The scattering layer not only retro-reflects the incident 
wave packet but also preserves its amplitude and phase. To some extent, the scattering layer is thus cloaked by the 
NR phenomenon. Whatever the position and concentration of scatterers, the NR wave-field always displays the 
same feature and corresponds to the PC replica of the incident wave-field. This experiment thus illustrates the 
robustness of the NR phenomenon.
Discussion
In this paper, the NR phenomenon is experimentally investigated in the time domain since it allows a clear dis-
crimination between the incident and NR wave-fields. A first point we would like to discuss is the manifestation 
of the NR phenomenon in the frequency domain. NR can actually induce striking features in this regime. For 
sake of simplicity and generality, a scalar model is now considered to discuss about the potential impact of NR. 
Of course, it does not account for the full elastic problem but our aim is here to grasp the main features of NR for 
all kind of waves. Let us assume a monochromatic point source in a chaotic cavity [Fig. 2(a)]. The corresponding 
diverging incident wave-field is given by the free space Green’s function G0(r|r0). As shown in the Supplementary 
Information S2, multiple NR events on the cavity boundary have to be taken into account in the monochromatic 
regime. It yields the following expression for the Green’s function G(r|r0) in the cavity,
Figure 5. Negative reflection at a disordered plate edge. Normal displacement field filtered at 1.42 MHz (left) 
and 1.41 MHz close to the ZGV point (right). The Fourier analysis of the recorded signals performed on the 
indicated time windows yields the incident (a,b,d,e) and reflected (c,f) wave-fields. Time windows are different 
to account for the frequency-dependence of the group velocity for Lamb modes. Ray path trajectories are 
illustrated for incident (g) and negatively reflected waves with k1 ≠ k2b (h) and k1 = k2b (i).
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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where the symbol * stands for phase conjugate. The NR wave-field is made of two contributions. The first compo-
nent is a wave converging towards the initial source at r0, of opposite phase velocity compared to the incident 
wave-field. This wave is accounted for by G0(r|r0) in the second term of Eq. (1). Owing to energy flux conserva-
tion47, this wave does not stop when it reaches r0 and gives rise to a diverging wave accounted for by G r r( )00
⁎ | . As 
in a TR cavity experiment46–48, the superimposition of the converging and diverging waves limits the focal spot 
size of the NR wave-field to one half wavelength [see Fig. 3(c)]. The pre-factor ρ/(1 − ρ) in Eq. (1) accounts for the 
multiple NR reflection events in the cavity [see Supplementary Information S2].
Depending on the sign of ρ, negative reflection can give rise to opposite interference phenomena. A reflection 
coefficient ρ close to −1, as exhibited by the S1 and S2b Lamb modes at a free edge43, yields the following expres-
sion for G(r|r0):
G Gr r r rlim ( ) Re{ ( )}
(2)0 01 0
| = | .
ρ→−
The destructive interference between the incident and NR waves gives rise to a stationary wave-field that coin-
cides with the real part of the free-space Green’s function. In 2D or 3D configurations, this implies a singularity of 
the wave-field at the source location and a super-focusing ability [see Supplementary Information S2].
On the contrary, a positive sign of the reflection coefficient yields a stationary wave-field proportional to the 
imaginary part of the free-space Green’s function:
G Gr r r rlim ( ) 1 Im{ ( )},
(3)0 01 0ε
| = |
ρ→
with ρ = 1 − ε and ε ≪ 1. The constructive interference between the incident and NR waves gives rise to a reso-
nant amplification of the wave-field accounted by the factor ε−1 in the last equation. As in a TR experiment47, the 
focal spot at the initial source location is diffraction-limited since Im{G0(r|r0)} exhibits a typical width of λ/2 [see 
Supplementary Information S2].
These fundamental results of Eqs (2) and (3) can also be extended to a source embedded into a random 
scattering medium at a depth much larger than the scattering mean free path. NR would induce a stationary 
wave-field and no energy could escape from the near-field of the source. The randomly disordered slab can there-
fore act as a band gap material. The observation of such super-focusing phenomena would require an experiment 
with an extremely fine frequency tuning42. Moreover, it should also involve a non-invasive point-like source 
capable of a selective excitation of the forward or backward mode. Such experimental conditions are not met 
by the current experimental set up that operates in the time domain for a rigorous proof of the NR concept. An 
experimental demonstration of the NR super-focusing capabilities in the monochromatic regime thus constitutes 
a challenging perspective for this work.
From a more practical point-of-view, the experiment displayed in Fig. 5 illustrates how an ensemble of scat-
terers can become a NR mirror that retro-reflects the incident wave field towards the source itself. NR can thus 
be extremely useful for non-destructive testing applications. Lamb waves are indeed widely used in structural 
health monitoring for the detection of cracks in thin sheet materials and tubular products, such as aircraft shells 
or pipes for instance49,50. Usually, an image of the structure is built by means of a pulse echo method with a single 
transducer. However, a large part of the scattered wave-field is not collected by this transducer because of diffrac-
tion. This effect can severely limit the penetration depth of ultrasound imaging techniques because the echoes 
of interest are drowned into a predominant structure-borne noise. On the contrary, NR can backscatter all the 
energy of the scattered wave towards the emitting transducer and the signal of interest can then emerge from 
noise. As a consequence, NR can be taken advantage of for overcoming the imaging depth limit of standard pulse 
echo methods in structural health monitoring.
In summary, we have demonstrated the NR phenomenon in the time domain with elastic guided waves in 
plates of arbitrary shape. Whatever the chaotic or random feature of the plate, NR at its boundaries or on the 
scatterers gives rise to a replica of the incident wave, following the same path but in a reverse way. NR displays 
focusing abilities similar to a PC mirror while being a fully passive process. On the one hand, NR of elastic waves 
can be extremely useful in structural health monitoring but may also find applications in the development of new 
acoustic devices including resonators, lenses, and filters. On the other hand, this phenomenon can also occur in 
zero-gap systems such as photonic crystals34, chiral metamaterials36 or graphene32. NR can thus become a tool of 
choice for wave-front shaping and focusing in all fields of wave physics.
Methods
Experimental procedure. The experiment consists in measuring the wave-field induced by a piezo-electric 
transducer or a piezo-electric strip glued on top of a plate [see Fig. 2(a) and (b)]. In the cavity, a 10 μs chirp signal 
spanning the frequency range 1.8–2.0 MHz is sent to the transducer, which generates a cylindrical incident wave 
front in the plate. In the disordered slab, a 15 μs chirp signal spanning the frequency range 1.3–1.5 MHz is sent 
to the piezoelectric strip, which generates a plane incident wave front. The out-of-plane component of the local 
vibration is detected on the other side of the plate by a photorefractive interferometer (Bossa Nova Tempo 1D). 
This probe is sensitive to the phase shift along the path of the optical probe beam. Signals detected by the optical 
probe are fed into a digital sampling oscilloscope and transferred to a computer. The corresponding wave field 
is measured over a time length of 1 ms and over a grid of points that map the plate surface with a pitch of 1 mm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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